Many school leaders across the country have sought to use assessment as a driver for promoting more equitable outcomes for racially minoritized students in schools. Key tools include end-of-year tests and benchmark assessments, with the logic that by spotlighting inequities through test scores, those inequities can then be addressed. However, too often these scores are viewed as a valuable end in themselves, leading to practices like excessive test prep or school team protocols for poring over test data, rather than analyzing how to better educate our children. Educators in such teams frequently attribute low scores to the motivations or abilities of students—often biased by factors like race, disability status, or home language—rather than to factors that educators can influence like teaching, student-teacher relationships, and school culture. In addition, teams rarely turn to evidence for how to achieve better outcomes for racially minoritized students.

For assessment to promote equity, we need not only different kinds of assessment and grading practices, we need additional materials and new ways of using data and evidence to support changes to teaching and learning. That means choosing and adapting assessments that are consequential to students themselves; following protocols that draw attention to how practice influences the experiences of students; making use of culturally sustaining pedagogies; and establishing grading practices that focus on student strengths and feedback that supports growth.

We recommend four evidence-informed strategies for making the most of teacher team time:

1. Choose and adapt more meaningful performance-based assessments.
2. Follow protocols that focus attention on evidence-informed practices for equity.
3. Use instructional materials that support culturally sustaining pedagogies.
4. Establish grading practices that focus on student strengths and feedback that supports growth.

Taken together, these recommendations will allow school leaders and principals to use assessment to promote equity.
The Problems with Data Teams

One of the most common practices schools do to improve equity through assessment is to create data teams to look at students’ end-of-year test scores and identify gaps in performance between different racial groups. For example, a school with mostly Black students might compare its state exam scores with the average scores for white students in the state. It sounds logical: if you want to promote equity, you need to close achievement gaps, and to do that, you need to see the data. This logic leads schools to devote weeks of instructional time to preparing students for spring testing season, and special notices are sent home to parents to ensure their students get enough rest and come to school well-fed on testing day.

Schools and districts invest millions each year in interim and benchmark exams that resemble standardized tests to gauge progress toward standards and now, after the pandemic, to measure “learning loss.” Special data teams, as well as teacher work groups or professional learning communities (PLCs), spend many meetings each year poring over performance on state tests and common assessments, identifying students as in need of remediation. A common protocol involves sorting students into high, middle, and low categories and identifying “bubble” students—those closest to moving from the middle to high group—to target for intervention.

The trouble is that these investments of money and educators’ time don’t work. Talk of achievement gaps frequently leads to a form of “gap gazing,” where explanations for racially minoritized students’ lower test scores are attributed to deficits in the children themselves. Data team meetings do sometimes have teachers leave with an action plan to adjust instruction. However, there is often a missing step of looking at what research says about how to better serve those students to whom we owe an education debt in our society, such as the Black, Latinx, and Native American students in our schools.

The assessments that are used don’t adequately represent the demands of today’s standards, either. Standardized multiple-choice tests do not provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their abilities to reason with evidence, model phenomena with mathematics and science ideas, or engage in complex literary interpretation. Additionally, data rarely provide clues about what to do next, leaving educators to double down on their existing strategies—which may have contributed to the gaps they identified in the first place. A range of well-designed studies, in fact, suggest data driven decision making of this kind doesn’t work overall, and it doesn’t promote equity.

The solution to test pressure, it turns out, isn’t more testing or obsessing over test score data in team meetings. There is no substitute for spending team time developing high-quality materials and preparing for instruction that connects to racially minoritized students’ everyday lives. Teachers in school teams should focus on assessment that helps students see meaning in what they are learning in school and how to make sense of it within the broader sociopolitical contexts that impact them.

What We Can Do: Four Evidence-Informed Strategies

School leaders can use teacher teams effectively to better support equitable assessment and learning. There is evidence that this is possible, but the way teams use their time needs to be informed by the research base. We recommend four strategies for schools to try: (1) using more meaningful performance-based assessments; (2) following protocols that focus attention on evidence-informed practices for promoting equity; (3) using instructional materials that support culturally sustaining pedagogies; and (4) establishing grading practices that focus on student strengths and feedback that supports growth.
Use Meaningful Performance-Based Assessments

Most contemporary standards demand that students gain a grasp of core disciplinary practices, such as explanation and argumentation. But traditional standardized tests that rely on multiple-choice items give few opportunities for students to engage in those practices in a meaningful way. Such assessments effectively reduce and narrow a discipline and they are hardly ever collaborative, even though most of these disciplinary practices require students to be able to think with others.

The kinds of assessments we need instead are called performance-based assessments. These assessments empower students to show what they know by creating a product for a real audience. For students from racially minoritized communities, it is particularly valuable for promoting equity when performance-based assessments create a context for building relationships with families and communities, and when they are grounded in a theory of learning that honors the cultural repertoires that students bring to the classroom with them.

The assessments themselves can present contexts that make visible the sociopolitical realities students face in their lives. Jennifer Randall, a leading scholar in anti-racist assessment, offers the example of a math assessment focused on students’ ability to model a number line by determining how many red beans are needed to feed Black Lives Matter protesters on their way to a march focused on immigrant rights. A science assessment could ask students to analyze data to determine the impact of a border wall on the survival of jaguars whose habitats stretch across the US-Mexico border and propose solutions that consider the rights of both human beings and other species, as well. These smaller, individual assessment tasks fit within a larger system of curriculum, teaching, and assessment in which students study sociopolitical topics in a deeper and ongoing way.

Rather than looking at rows and rows of scores on a spreadsheet, teacher teams should make use of their shared time by looking at student work samples. Looking at actual student work opens up conversations that go beyond “who got it” and “who didn’t” and toward what teaching practices will support learning. By looking at real student materials, teachers can look for strengths in student thinking to build from and focus on the specific qualities evident in students’ work.

There are three key considerations for making the most of looking at student work together. First, it requires a deep engagement with the content and how students might approach it. It is critical to bring the perspective that every student makes sense to themselves, and to seek to understand what a student is communicating. Second, teachers need to disrupt tendencies to evaluate student work against a standard of whiteness. They can do this by making explicit their criteria for student work, co-constructing rubrics with students, and interrogating the beliefs that underly their criteria. Third, teacher teams must center protocols that help focus attention on practice and evidence, rather than on student deficits. We describe these protocols below.

Follow Protocols that Focus Attention on Evidence-Informed Practices

Structured protocols can help teachers avoid the common pitfalls of data teams. For example, effective protocols for looking at student work invite teachers to look at samples from the same assignment and to interrogate both the conditions under which the work took place and their own criteria for evaluating the work. Focusing on conditions and criteria is important because it can surface tacit differences in teachers’ expectations of students, as well as tacit differences in teaching practices. In such discussions, it is valuable to be honest and critical of practice, something that requires vulnerability on the part of educators. In addition, teacher teams can integrate the study of research-informed strategies in the context of their own practice. Such study can lead teachers to adopt new strategies rather than further relying on current practices that may be fostering inequitable impacts on student learning.
An example of a protocol focused on practice and equity is the Student Experience Improvement Cycle (SEIC), which was designed to enhance research and evidence use for equity in science education. The SEIC is based on a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle. In this cycle, teachers first adapt evidence-informed strategies for equitable small group and whole class knowledge building activities. Then, they gather and interpret student experience data to assess whether the strategy helped improve the overall student experience, as well as differences in experience associated with students’ race and gender.

The SEIC strategy is novel in three ways. First, it integrates research-based summaries, ideas, strategies, and coaching into an inquiry cycle that also uses experience data. Second, it uses a system for collecting and visualizing student experience data (the Science SEET system, https://www.scienceseet.com/). Third, it incorporates a structured protocol for analyzing data, discussing affective responses to data, and considering how practice may help explain data patterns. Evidence from two recent pilot tests of the SEIC (n = 29, 25) shows its potential for enhancing the degree to which students experience science instruction as relevant to them, particularly Black students.

Use Instructional Materials that Support Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies

Another pathway to more equitable assessment practice is through instructional materials that support culturally sustaining and justice-focused pedagogies. These pedagogies aim to center in the curriculum the literacies, practices, and struggles for justice of communities marginalized by systemic inequality. They can be supported by open instructional materials that leave room for adaptation and improvisation, so as to connect disciplinary learning to students’ interests and the concerns of their communities. Importantly, such materials are a powerful route to facilitating better assessment practice, because materials can embed guidance about feedback as well as strategies for what to do next to address learning needs. Such materials need to pursue ambitious goals for learning and hold up a mirror to students, so they can see themselves in assessment opportunities that also open up new worlds.

There are several ways that culturally sustaining instructional materials can become productive focal points for teacher teams. Building such materials with colleagues can facilitate a shared vision for how teaching and learning support justice projects of racially minoritized communities. Studying actual instructional materials can help improve student learning outcomes. Adapting and making use of culturally responsible assessments can support students in building more equitable classroom cultures and in meeting more ambitious learning goals. Teacher teams can also co-construct liberatory assessments that center students’ identities, cultural knowledge, and efforts to heal from systemic oppression, or that directly confront inequality, systemic racism, and white supremacy. Examples include anti-racist writing tasks and projects that assess students’ understanding of the knowledge and skills needed to be an effective activist. Such assessments have restorative and transformative potential.

One example of a school district that has created a small-scale system of assessment that supports culture-based pedagogies is Denver Public Schools. With their partners in the inquiryHub research-practice partnership, they have built a multicomponent system that includes curriculum materials, embedded assessments, “transfer” assessments, and sustained professional learning opportunities. This system aims to minimize the harms of high-stakes testing by centering curriculum-based assessment grounded in cultural perspectives, and through extensive, ongoing professional development.
Use Grading that Focuses on Student Strengths and Feedback to Support Growth

Because of the ubiquity of grading and its impact on students, eliminating harmful grading practices provides a powerful way to reduce inequity. Practices such as grading for effort and participation, which rely on teachers’ subjective judgments, can be eliminated, as studies indicate that white teachers consistently rate Black students lower in terms of participation than other students. Eliminating such practices can reduce the impact of teacher bias on students’ grades. Dropping other problematic grading practices, like assigning grades for homework completion or averaging grades without considering student growth, can reduce disparities in performance. Other alternatives to traditional grading practices include emphasizing qualitative summaries of student accomplishment over numbers, as well as providing students with opportunities to revise work to improve grades.

Feedback that focuses on student growth and a path to deepen thinking can also promote equity. Though feedback is often thought of as a neutral, objective process for correcting mistakes, the nature of feedback in fact establishes a particular kind of relationship between teachers and students. A productive relationship is one where students feel a sense of authentic care from the teacher— that is, a concern for their intellectual well-being coupled with high expectations. Further, effective feedback is grounded in what we know about how conceptual change happens: by building from what students already know, rather than seeking to directly eliminate “problematic” ideas.

Time in teacher teams can be spent reviewing grading practices, eliminating harmful ones, and exploring how to give feedback that builds authentic relationships of care between students and teachers. Teachers can spend team time engaged in book study or looking at evidence-informed strategies that focus on how grading can support equity. These practices can add benefit to looking at student work together by focusing attention on the criteria educators use to evaluate it. This work can also help a team develop shared approaches to grading and feedback grounded in care and compassion for students.

Summary of Key Conclusions and Recommendations

To summarize, here is what we know:
• The use of data-driven decision making alone does not result in reduced disparities in educational outcomes.
• Performance-based assessments give students a chance to engage in consequential assessment.
• Instructional materials that support using culturally sustaining pedagogies provide a basis for meaningful assessment.
• Grading and feedback that focus on student strengths can promote equity.

Consequently, we recommend four evidence-informed strategies for making the most of teacher team time:
1. Choose and adapt more meaningful performance-based assessments.
2. Follow protocols that focus attention on evidence-informed practices for equity.
3. Use instructional materials that support culturally sustaining pedagogies.
4. Establish grading practices that focus on student strengths and feedback that supports growth.

In particular, we recommend that school leaders and teachers eliminate:
• extensive discussions of interim, benchmark, and end-of-year test scores;
• use of assessments that limit opportunities for students to show their capabilities for engaging in complex practices;
• one-size-fits-all curricula and assessments that do not center students’ cultures;
• grading for participation and effort; and
• assigning grades for homework completion.
Meanwhile, we recommend that school leaders and teachers do support:

• the use of performance-based assessment;
• grounding assessment discussion in instructional materials that help students see themselves mirrored within activities;
• allowing students to revise assignments to improve grades; and
• providing feedback that builds relationships of care between teachers and students.

Taken together, these recommendations will allow school leaders and principals to use assessment to promote equity.

A Case for Urgent Action

It is urgent to act on this issue now. As society and schools attempt to recover from the pandemic, there is an opportunity for the education field to “imagine our world anew”⁴⁰ and engage in a “hard re-set.”⁴¹ But we are already seeing efforts to return to “normal” and to reembrace the pre-pandemic status quo of schooling. Inaction— in this case, the continued use of school data teams to narrowly fixate on standardized test score data and deficitize children, particularly those from marginalized groups— will only function to maintain a status quo that reinforces inequality and white supremacy. We therefore urge action amongst school leaders, principals, and teachers to make the most of team time by supporting equitable assessment practices and to implement the research-based recommendations we have outlined.

We acknowledge that implementing the strategies in this brief is likely to be challenging, because policies and barriers at the system-level encourage the very practices we advocate moving away from. Accountability policies that demand widespread testing and attach sanctions to schools for low performance put pressure on principals to emphasize looking at test data. Alternative systems around the globe feature a diminished role for tests, which could ease the pressure to rely on test scores as the sole indicator of school quality.⁴² In addition, states and districts can re-allocate assessment funding to prioritize opportunities to interpret student responses to more open-ended tasks.⁴³ Coordinated investments in leader learning are also important, so that principals and coaches systemwide better understand the value of looking at student work together as a leverage point for equitable change.
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